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Soft Vibrational Modes Predict Breaking Events
during Force-Induced Protein Unfolding
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ABSTRACT We investigate the correlation between soft vibrational modes and unfolding events in simulated force spectros-
copy of proteins. Unfolding trajectories are obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of a G�o model of a monomer of a
mutant of superoxide dismutase 1 protein containing all heavy atoms in the protein, and a normal mode analysis is performed
based on the anisotropic network model. We show that a softness map constructed from the superposition of the amplitudes of
localized soft modes correlates with unfolding events at different stages of the unfolding process. Soft residues are up to eight
times more likely to undergo disruption of native structure than the average amino acid. The memory of the softness map is
retained for extensions of up to several nanometers, but decorrelates more rapidly during force drops.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the molecular mechanism behind deforma-
tion of protein structures can provide insight into the path-
ways of protein unfolding and the progression of diseases
associated with protein misfolding (1). Identifying which
parts of the protein unfold first along various unfolding path-
ways may lead to new therapeutic avenues, because easily
disrupted regions of proteins may be prone to partake in
the aberrant intermolecular interactions involved in the
propagation of misfolding diseases. Single-molecule
force spectroscopy has become a routine tool to reveal the
mechanically induced unfolding pathways, including inter-
mediate states (2,3). Such experiments are fruitfully com-
plemented by molecular dynamics simulations, where one
can observe directly all the conformational changes during
unfolding in atomic detail (4–14). In this way, rupture events
identified via force extension curves can be associated with
specific regions for proteins that fold or unfold through
intermediate states.

An immediate question that arises is whether it is possible
to predict weak, unfolding prone regions in a protein
exclusively from its structure and interaction energies.
Ultimately, the unfolding dynamics is governed by a
complex free energy landscape, where transitions with low
barriers are more likely to be sampled. In thermal equilib-
rium, the protein mainly explores conformations near free
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energy minima. The protein motions occur preferentially
along directions that require little energy to excite. These
motions are dictated by low-frequency normal modes or
‘‘soft modes.’’ Many studies have characterized soft modes
and their relevance to the movement of proteins based on
elastic network models (15). Normal mode analysis reveals
the fluctuation spectrum, and has proved to be a useful tool
for identifying structurally stabilizing elements (16), collec-
tive motion (17,18), conformational transitions (19,20), the
mechanical properties of viral capsids (21), protein unfold-
ing (22), and to compute the spatially dependent internal
dielectric function (23). Anisotropic network models
(ANMs) (24,25) have had significant success in elucidating
the structure and function of complex bimolecular assem-
blies, for instance ligand binding (26), collective motion
(27), the function of ion channels (28), and allostery (29).
These models often (but not always) ignore the atomic
details and specific sequence of amino acids, but they gener-
ally contain information on the overall tertiary structure and
topology of contacts between residues.

In a broad class of amorphous solids whose energy land-
scapes share many characteristics with proteins, soft vibra-
tional modes have recently been used to identify so-called
soft spots, which are regions in the disordered packing of
particles that are more likely to rearrange when the material
undergoes a shear deformation (30–34). These soft spots can
be found from a superposition of the amplitudes of the low
energy, quasilocalized modes in the vibrational spectrum.
Sound waves appear to scatter off flow defects more
strongly than other regions. Such studies have provided
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FIGURE 1 (A) Snapshots of the protein in the native state ðQ ¼ 1Þ and
during pulling at Q ¼ 0:7: (B) Force extension curves and Q (see Eq. 1)

versus distance x (dashed double-headed arrows in A) for three different

runs with fast pulling speed of 1 m/s. To see this figure in color, go online.
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strong clues for a connection between structure and
dynamics in glassy systems. The existence of soft spots
also has implications for the emergence of thermally
activated hopping dynamics below the glass transition
(35–38) and the localization of shear into bands, which
can lead to global structural failure in the system (39–42).

In the context of the mechanical properties of proteins,
normal mode analysis also provides a promising platform.
Eyal and Bahar (43) elucidated the response of green
fluorescent protein (GFP), ubiquitin, and E2lip3 with the
ANM to various localized perturbations. Dietz and Rief
(44) employed a closely related approach to explore the
anisotropic deformation of GFP. Su et al. (45) simulated
complete mechanical unfolding of CI2 and barnase based
on a Gaussian network model. In this particular study
(45), when starting from the native state, the contact of
the residue pair that exhibits the largest fluctuation ampli-
tude in the normal mode spectrum is broken, and the process
is repeated until all contacts are broken. The unfolding
pathway obtained by this procedure agreed well with the
unfolding pathway obtained directly through molecular
dynamics simulations. Su1kowska et al. (46) simulated
mechanical unfolding of a domain of titin (Ig-I27) and
GFP with a coarse-grained Ca G�o-model, and analyzed
intermediate states of the unfolding trajectory also with a
Gaussian network model. They report that those residues
that exhibit a particularly large amplitude in the slowest
modes tend to break in the next steps of the unfolding
process.

The purpose of this article is to further this body of
previous results by exploring quantitatively how the corre-
lation between soft modes and rearrangements can be used
to predict which parts of a protein are more susceptible to
disruption by mechanical perturbation. To this end, we
compare the force-induced unfolding events obtained
directly from molecular dynamics simulations to the
unfolding events predicted by structural analysis of the
protein based on the ANM (25,47) at several different
stages of unfolding. As an example, we choose a mutant
of the protein superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), which has
a primarily b-barrel native structure with two long,
metal-binding loops between strands 4 and 5 and strands
7 and 8 (see Fig. 1 A). Mutations of SOD1 have been
shown to be associated with familial amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (48). Many of these mutations have been observed
to show weakened folding stability. Single-molecule force
spectroscopy experiments have been used to provide
insight on the unfolding mechanism of SOD1 and have
revealed several intermediates in the unfolding process
(6,7). Therefore, there is a strong need to gain further
insight into the unfolding pathways of SOD1 with the
help of atomistic and coarse-grained simulations, and to
understand correlations between structure and stability of
this protein whose misfolds are implicated in neurodegen-
erative disease. Here, we study the mechanical unfolding of
an apo, disulfide-reduced monomeric form of SOD1 with
E133Q/C6A/C111S/F50E/G51E mutations (Protein Data
Bank (PDB): 1RK7, model 1) (49). This laboratory
engineered protein with partially restored enzymatic
activity has been the focus of several previous experimental
investigations (49–54).

In the next section, we describe the protein model, the
force spectroscopy simulation method, details of measure-
ments, and an overview on the soft mode analysis. Then,
we present various metrics that quantify the correlation
between residue breaking events and softness, as revealed
through an ANM.
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FIGURE 2 Loss of native structure during mechanical unfolding. The

contacts involving residue i are defined as broken when Qi drops below

0.6. Data is averaged over all 1000 (fast) or 40 (slow) pulling simulations.

To see this figure in color, go online.
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METHODS

Force spectroscopy simulations

For the molecular dynamics simulations, we employ a heavy atom-G�o (55)
model that has been shown previously to reproduce unfolding pathways

similar to full, all-atom, explicit solvent simulations (6,7). In the heavy

atom-G�o model, all nonhydrogen atoms are present and the interaction be-

tween these atoms are defined by 6–12 Lennard-Jones interactions (55,56)

based on the native state of the protein. Only atom pairs that are within a 6 Å

cutoff distance in the native structure have attractive interactions. All other

pairs of atoms are defined to be nonnative and are given short-range

repulsive interactions (55). Harmonic bond, angle, and dihedral potentials

are used to model covalently bonded atoms (55).

To simulate the force-induced unfolding of the protein, we tether both

termini of the protein with harmonic potentials, and the C-terminus

residue is then moved along the vector from C- to N-terminus with con-

stant velocity. The stiffness of the tethers is set to 1000 kJ=ðmol,nm2Þ.
We repeated the force spectroscopy simulations with two physical veloc-

ities of 1 m=s (fast pulling) and 0:1 m=s (slow pulling) 1000 and 40 times,

respectively. The molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with

Gromacs-4.5 (57), and the input files were generated from the Protein

Data Bank structure using the SMOG web server (58). The time step

was set at 2 fs and a Langevin thermostat with time constant of 1 ps

was employed. The simulations were performed at �90% of the folding

temperature for the model, which was determined in a separate set of

replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations (7). The initial configu-

ration of the pulling simulations was obtained after 1 ns equilibration at

the desired temperature.
Measurements

For all configurations obtained from the force spectroscopy simulations, we

measured the end-to-end distance x between N- and C termini of the pro-

tein, the total fractionQ of native contacts, the fractionQi of native contacts

for each residue, and the softness Si of each residue in each configuration.

The softness is calculated based on the 20 slowest normal modes within the

remaining sequence-contiguous folded segment of the protein in each

configuration (see below for details).
Native contacts

For configuration X, the fraction QðXÞ of native contacts is defined as

QðXÞ ¼ 1

jM j
X
ði;jÞ˛M

1

1þ exp
�
b0
�
rijðXÞ � lr0ij

��; (1)

where rijðXÞ is the distance between moieties i and j, r0ij is the distance be-
tween heavy atoms i and j in the native state conformation and always less

than a cutoff distance rcut ¼ 0:48 nm, and M is the set of all pairs of native

contacts ði; jÞ belonging to the native state. Amino acids that have a native

contact must be separated by four or more residues in the primary sequence,

b0 ¼ 50 nm�1 is a smoothing parameter, and the factor l ¼ 1:8 takes into

account fluctuations of the contacts (59).

Fig. 1 A shows two structures of the protein: one in the native state (when

all native contacts are present and Q ¼ 1) and one when the protein is

partially unfolded ðQ ¼ 0:7Þ. SOD1 has a b-barrel structure with two

long loops dressing the core. Three force-extension curves and the fraction

of native contacts versus distance for three trajectories are depicted in Fig. 1

B. As we pull the C-terminus, the protein unfolds while exhibiting several

force peaks, and the number of native contacts decreases. Each unfolding

event (Q-drop) corresponds to a force drop.

The value of Qi is defined as the number of native contacts between

residue i and all other residues, divided by the total number of native
564 Biophysical Journal 114, 562–569, February 6, 2018
contacts that residue i has in the Protein Data Bank structure. During

the pulling simulations, we monitor Qi for all residues in all configura-

tions. Residue i is considered unfolded, with native contacts broken,

once it loses more than 40% of its native contacts ðQi < 0:6Þ. The high

threshold of Qi < 0:6 is chosen to make sure that the end residues are

fairly folded and not loose, otherwise their softness (see below for defi-

nition) would be very large. Fig. 2 illustrates the order in which residues

break during the course of unfolding by plotting the value of Q at

breaking, Qbreak, as a function of residue index. Since Q decreases mono-

tonically with extension (see Fig. 1), residues with a high value of Qbreak

break early in the unfolding process, whereas those with a small value

break last. The residues that break first in order of Q are those in strand

b8 and loops VII and IV, because they have the largest Q-values at

breaking. The most stable core of the protein is made up of b-strands

2, 3, and 6. Results for slow pulling are little changed, which suggests

a weak rate dependence.
Soft modes

In this article, the Prody package (24,47) is used to calculate the softness Si
of residue i based on the ANM (17,25,47). In the ANM, each residue is

reduced to a single node at the position of its Ca-atom that interacts with

other nodes in the structure of the protein with a harmonic potential. The

total potential energy of the system in any given configuration is the sum

of these harmonic potentials,

VANM ¼ g

2

X
i;j < i

Gij

�
Rij � R0

ij

�2
; (2)

where g is the spring constant, and Rij and R0
ij are the respective instanta-

neous and equilibrium distances between nodes i and j. Gij are the elements

of the Kirchhoff matrix G, in which Gij ¼ 1 if nodes i and j are within 15 Å

in the structure, otherwise Gij ¼ 0. The Hessian matrix H for this network

of N nodes is the second derivative of VANM with respect to the residue

positions. It is formed by 3� 3 block matrices:

Hij ¼ gGij�
R0
ij

�2
2
4XijXij XijYij XijZij

YijXij YijYij YijZij

ZijXij ZijYij ZijZij

3
5; (3)

where Xij , Yij and Zij are the components of the distance vector separation

vector R0
ij. H has 3N � 6 nonzero eigenvalues lk and corresponding
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eigenvectors uk. The eigenvectors describe the vibrational direction and the

relative amplitude in the different modes,

H�1 ¼
X3N�6

k¼ 1

1

lk
uku

T
k : (4)

For a single mode k, the square of the normal mode amplitudes multiplied

by the inverse of the eigenvalue of the mode yields the squared fluctuation

in that mode, hðDRiÞ2ikfl�1
k ½uk �2i . We define the softness Si of residue i as

the sum of the squared fluctuations for a given set of normal modes (47),

which makes our softness proportional to a thermal Debye-Waller or crys-

tallographic B-factor. In this study, the softness is calculated for the slowest

(softest) 20 normal modes. We find that including more than 20 modes no

longer changes the softness appreciably.

Note that Si is only calculated for the Ca-atoms of residues in the folded

segment of the protein in configuration X. The folded segment is defined

as a contiguous sequence of n residues with residue index i%j%iþ n,

where QiðXÞ> 0:6 and QiþnðXÞ> 0:6. The loops IV and VII (residue

indices 51–84 and 126–139) are unfolded in the early stage of the pulling.

However, since these loops are in between folded segments of the protein,

they are considered part of the folded segment, even though they have

Qi < 0:6.
FIGURE 3 (A) Mean softness of residues in the folded segment of the

protein versus residue index at different extensions for the fast pulling

simulations. The contiguous region where Si is calculated decreases as

the extension increases. (B) Three slowest modes shown as arrows on the

Ca-backbone of the native structure in cyan, magenta, and yellow, respec-

tively. In the backbone structure, residues with softness more than median

are shown in red. To see this figure in color, go online.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Softness of residues

In Fig. 3 A, we show the mean softness hSiðxÞi for the resi-
dues in the most frequently folded segment of the protein in
the native state and at extensions x ¼ 4; 8; 12 nm. For the
largest extension, the protein is about half-unfolded as
Q ¼ 0:5 (see Fig. 1). We do not consider larger extensions
Q< 0:5 because the remaining native protein fragments
become too structurally diverse for the ANM analysis to
be meaningfully applied. Our previous study showed that
as Q drops from 1 to 0.5, SOD1 follows a single unfolding
pathway (7). hSii is calculated by averaging the modes ob-
tained from the still folded part of the protein over a subset
of all available configurations that include the dominant
pathway at distances between x and x þ dx, where
dx ¼ 0:02 nm. As the protein extends (unfolds), the average
softness of the protein structure increases. We name the
residues with the higher values of softness (at the peak
positions) as soft regions, whereas the rigid regions of the
proteins are segments with lower values of Si. According
to Fig. 3 A, the peaks in softness that define the soft regions
at each extension are approximately conserved as a function
of extension.

In Fig. 3 B, the Ca-atoms of the native structure along
with the eigenvectors of the first three slowest modes at
this state are illustrated. In the soft regions (red colored
regions of the protein backbone), localized modes with large
amplitudes appear.

In Fig. 4, we show configurations of the folded segment
of the protein in the native state and at extensions
x ¼ 4; 8; 12 nm. The structures are color-coded based on
the mean softness. Rigid residues with hSiðxÞi smaller
than the median softness of all residues in the folded
segment are shown in blue, and residues with softness in
the top 20% percentile are shown in red. We observe that
residues with larger softness will break soon thereafter,
e.g., between extensions of 8 and 12 nm, where strand
b1 loses all its secondary structure at x ¼ 12 nm. The
two loops are soft regions, and contact residues in these
loops disorder early in the pulling simulations, as can be
seen in Fig. 2.

Next, we explore quantitatively the correlation between
breaking events and softness through three different
metrics that have proven useful in an earlier study on
sheared glassy materials (33). In the first approach, we
look at the probability of breaking events as a function
of softness (Fig. 5). We also discuss the success rate of
breaking event prediction (Fig. 6). Finally, we explore
how far in the future the softness map can predict breaking
events (Fig. 7).
Biophysical Journal 114, 562–569, February 6, 2018 565



FIGURE 4 Structure of the folded segment of the protein of one run at different extensions for fast pulling. Residues with hSii in the top 20% percentile are

shown in red, white represents the median softness, and blue shows residues with softness less than the median. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Probability of breaking event versus softness

To quantify how the probability PðSðxÞÞ of a residue
breaking depends on residue softness, we first compute
the softness SiðxÞ of a given residue i by averaging over
several frames in a given run from extension x to x þ dx,
where dx ¼ 0:02 nm. This averaging procedure is employed
to reduce thermal noise. Then, we compute the value of
QiðxÞ again for several frames between extension x þ dx
and x þ 2dx. A residue is defined as broken if it has lost
more than 40% of its contacts ðQi < 0:6Þ. The breaking
probability of that residue is then simply the fraction of
all frames in which that residue is broken, i.e., the fraction
of all frames where Q< 0:6. Frames are grouped by exten-
sion x into bins of width 1 nm, and residues already broken
at smaller extensions are not considered as breaking events
at x. We then average the breaking probability over all avail-
able runs for four different extensions of unfolding.

As more residue contacts break, the average softness of
the protein increases (see Fig. 3 A). To compare the softness
at different extensions x, we normalize the softness by the
average softness hSðxÞi of all residues in the folded segment
A B

FIGURE 5 Breaking probability as a function of softness for extensions

x ¼ 0; 4; 8; 12 nm (black ð,Þ, blue ðOÞ, green ð+Þ, and red ð>Þ). The co-
lor code is the same as in Fig. 3. The breaking probability is rescaled by the

average breaking probability of the residues at that extension. Likewise,

softness is rescaled by the average softness at that extension: (A) fast pulling

(1.0 m/s) and (B) slow pulling (0.1 m/s). Statistical error bars are of order

the symbol size. To see this figure in color, go online.
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of the configurations corresponding to distance x. Only
folded residues contribute to that average. Similarly, we
normalize the breaking probability PðSðxÞÞ by the average
breaking probability at that extension.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the breaking probability
always strongly correlates with softness. For hard regions
ðS=hSðxÞi< 1Þ, the average probability is very low. For
residues with S more than the average softness of the pro-
tein, the probability always lies above the average breaking
probability and has an overall increasing trend. The slope is
largest in the native state, for which the breaking probability
can be enhanced up to eightfold relative to the average value
in fast pulling. For slow pulling, the trends are generally
comparable, but we cannot explore larger values of softness
due to limited statistics.
Success rate of breaking event prediction

We calculate the correlation between softness and residue
breaking events in terms of a predictive success rate Qðf Þ,

Qðf Þ ¼
* XN

i¼ 1

S
ðbÞ
i ðf Þ � Dqi

!, XN
i¼ 1

Dqi

!+
; (5)
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FIGURE 6 Predictive success rate of breaking events as a function of the

fraction of the softest residues of the protein for fast (A) and slow (B) pull-

ing at extensions x ¼ 0; 4; 8; 12 nm (black ð,Þ, blue ðOÞ, green ð+Þ, and
red ð>Þ). The gray line indicates the success rate expected for randomly

chosen residues. Error bars are of order the symbol size. To see this figure

in color, go online.
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FIGURE 7 Evolution of predictive success rate Qð0:5Þ at constant soft-
ness fraction of 50% for fast (A) and slow (B) pulling. SiðxÞ is calculated
at x, andQi is monitored at subsequent extensions (see text). Vertical dashed

lines (blue and red) show the points where the softness is calculated, and the

horizontal dashed line indicates the decorrelated value. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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where N is the number of folded residues and the average is
taken over all configurations at a particular extension. Here,
we first rank-order the softness values and then binarize the
softness such that a fraction f of the residues with largest
softness are assigned a value of S

ðbÞ
i ¼ 1, and all other resi-

dues have a softness of 0. Similarly, Dqi ¼ 1 if residue has
on average less than 60% native contacts and is considered
broken, otherwise Dqi ¼ 0. Qðf Þ equals one if all broken
residues are also soft residues. Fig. 6 shows the average
predictive success rate as as function of the fraction f of
soft residues for different extensions. Also shown (solid
diagonal gray line) is the function Qðf Þ on which all data
would fall if breaking occurred at random locations.

For all extensions, the soft residues are more likely to
break than randomly chosen ones. We observe the
maximum difference between Qðf Þ and the random line at
�50% fractional coverage, where up to 90% of the breaking
events are predicted at extensions x ¼ 0; 8 and 12 nm.
Again, there is very little difference between fast and slow
pulling. A notably smaller predictive success rate is
observed at x ¼ 4 nm (blue symbols), which lie much closer
to the random line.
FIGURE 8 Force extension curves and hQi versus distance for fast and

slow pulling averaged over all runs are shown in navy and pink, respectively.

Vertical lines show the points where softness is calculated. Dotted lines

indicate the approximate slopes of the hQi versus distance curve in the three
regimes as a guide to the eye. To see this figure in color, go online.
Correlation with future breaking events

The analysis so far has established a robust correlation
between softness and breaking probability in a short time
interval immediately after the softness was calculated.
How long does this correlation last? In Fig. 7, we show the
evolution of the success rate of Qðf ¼ 0:5Þ for the
still folded residues at three different extensions as a function
of the distance between softness and breaking event
measurements. The softness is measured at extension
x0 ¼ 0; 4; and 10 nm, and new breaking events are moni-
tored during the subsequent unfolding trajectory. The hori-
zontal black dashed line shows the success rate based on
randomly chosen residues. The correlation between softness
and the breaking event slowly decays, decorrelating to the
value for randomly chosen residues after �4 nm of further
extension for the reference states of x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 10 nm.
When starting from extension x ¼ 4 nm by contrast, we
observe a more rapid decorrelation over�2 nm. This shorter
decorrelation length is qualitatively consistent with the lower
predictive success rate observed for the same extension in
Fig. 5. Again these results are insensitive to the pulling rate.

To understand the rapid decorrelation at extension 4 nm,
we look at the averaged force extension curves and hQi
curves versus distance for both fast (dark blue) and slow
pulling (pink) rate in Fig. 8. In general, hQi decreases
very slowly or stays constant when the force ramps up.
For these extensions ðx ¼ 0� 3; 10� 13 nmÞ, the correla-
tion between softness and breaking events decays slowly
and indeed hQi changes little. By contrast, for extensions
4� 8 nm, multiple force drops occur and hQi decreases
much more quickly for both fast and slow pulling rates.
These results indicate that the memory of the softness
map is erased faster by major unfolding events. From our
data, we conclude that softness and residue breaking
become uncorrelated after Q has changed by more that 0.1.
CONCLUSIONS

We quantified the correlation between residue contact
breaking events and the softness (or B-values) calculated
Biophysical Journal 114, 562–569, February 6, 2018 567
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using a normal mode analysis based on the ANM (24,25).
Here we explored these correlations for the native state as
well as several partially unfolded stages of a monomer of
SOD1 with statistical metrics so far not applied to proteins.
We monitored the residues that break in a short window
right after the softness was calculated. We showed that the
probability to observe a breaking event increases monoton-
ically as a function of softness and eventually reaches a
plateau. The trend between breaking probability and soft-
ness is largest for the native state. In the rigid regions (small
softness), the average breaking probability is very low. We
also showed that 50% of the soft residues at any extension
are responsible for up to 90% of the breaking events in a
short window after the softness measurement. We then
explored how far into the future the softness can predict
breaking events. We found that the strength of the prediction
of breaking events slowly decreases as the distance between
softness computations and breaking events increases. More
rapid decorrelation is observed when the protein undergoes
larger unfolding events signaled by a force drop. In general,
the correlation vanishes after Q has decreased by �0.1 after
the value of Q where the softness was calculated. Reducing
the pulling rate by one order of magnitude does not change
the results appreciably.

It is interesting to compare our results for soft mode rupture
correlations to a previous analysis in plastically deformed
glassy solids (33). In this system, the probability for particles
to rearrange increased about sevenfold at the softest regions
that were identified with the same procedure. Similarly, the
top 30% of the softest particles predicted �70% of all
rearrangements, and more than 50% of the material had to
undergo rearrangements to erase the softness-plasticity corre-
lation. This analysis shows that the protein ANM soft modes
are performing similarly when viewed through these metrics.
Even the half-unfolded protein still exhibits much stronger
than random correlations. It is remarkable that a fairly simple
network model is able to capture these trends.

An intriguing direction for future research appears to be to
generate unfolding events by displacing residues along the
directions given by the soft modes and couple with short re-
equilibration intervals, similiar to the recently proposed
hybrid co-molecular dynamics simulation algorithm (60). In
this way, unfolding simulations at much slower pulling speeds
could be realized. The timescale discrepancy between simu-
lated force spectroscopy and experimental assays remains
one of the biggest obstacles on the way to achieving quantita-
tive agreement between in silico and in vitro experiments.
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